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 It is the same error I have with the plain "Tokyo" installation: "Error while loading project "NewApps\CCN\code\Proj1.spp"
"Cannot Load Project", with the exception description "Unable to load the project definition." And as I noted before, if I

reinstall the new FastCube, the problem gets solved. When you install the FastCube SDK (D1,D2,D3,D4,D5) you get a "Tokyo"
installation with a lot of examples and applications, but if you only install the FastCube SDK without "Tokyo" then you get a

"NewApps" installation. I think the best way to solve this is to install FastCube "D1" (or any other SDK), FastCube "Tokyo" and
FastCube "NewApps". And I would suggest you do that, rather than trying to install FastCube "D1" on top of FastCube

"Tokyo". I am new to FastCube but having some issues. My project is set to NewApps\code\Proj1.spp and there is a dialog box
that comes up that says "Cannot load project "NewApps\CCN\code\Proj1.spp" Error while loading project

"NewApps\CCN\code\Proj1.spp" Unable to load the project definition." Any tips? One thing that I am trying to get working is
connecting FastCube to Oracle. I got a setup file that is for Oracle 11g but it wont let me download it. I keep getting an error
that says "Cannot Load Plugin". If anybody has any ideas, I would greatly appreciate it. I think it is important to note that the
runtime only requires you to build one version of FastCube, the D1 runtime. It is possible to use more than one version of the
FastCube SDK, but it requires rebuilding a lot of the FastCube DLLs for each version. This is why a "Tokyo" installation is

required. I do not think it is possible to install FastCube runtime (D1) on top of FastCube SDK (D2). You should install
FastCube SDK (D2) first, then you will have a "NewApps" installation which includes the runtime and a "Tokyo" installation

which includes a lot of examples and applications. One thing that 82157476af
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